Inteo Chronis RTS Timer

(Quick Reference Guide)

Programming the Chronis: Programming the Chronis depends on the item it will be controlling. For
instance: Centralis, Eolis, Altus. Follow the specific programming instructions for each item it will be
controlling. The programming button of the Chronis is located under the switch cover, right above the
display. “Prog” will appear on the display as you press it.

On/Off: Turn the Chronis Off by pressing the “+”. You can still use it manually but all automatic
functions will be turned off. Press the “-“ to turn it back On.

To Set or Reset the Time: Quickly press “Set“ while the time is displayed. It will begin to flash. Use
the “-“ or “+” to change the time (military time). Quickly press “Set” when done to confirm it.

To Set or Reset the Day, Month or Year: Quickly press “Calendar” and then “Set” and the day will
begin to flash. Use “-“ or “+” to change the day. When done, press the “Up” button and the month will
begin to flash. Use the “-“ or “+” to change it. When done, press the “Up” button and the year will
begin to flash. Use “-“ or “+” to change it. Quickly press “Set” when done to confirm it.

Timer Settings: This setting allows you to open and close the application at different times each day (7
day timer). Press and hold “Set” until a second (smaller) time is displayed below the normal time.
Up Times: Quickly press “Set” and the time begins to flash. Press the “Up” button and the current
(smaller) up time flashes along with the up arrow and day (1 = Monday). Press “Calendar” to select
the day. Use the “-” or “+“ button to change the up time. Setup each day individually or for weekly
programming. To turn it “Off”, set it between 23:59 and 0:00. Quickly press “Set” when done to
confirm it.
Down Times: Quickly press “Set” and the time begins to flash. Press the “Down” button and the
current (smaller) down time flashes along with the down arrow and day. Use the “-” or “+“ button to
change the down time. Press “Calendar” to select the day. Setup each day individually or for weekly
programming. Set it between 23:59 and 0:00 to turn it “Off”. Quickly press “Set” when done to
confirm it.

Vacation Security Setting (SEC): This setting takes the normal “Timer Settings” and randomly
changes them plus or minus 15 minutes each day to give the appearance that your house is occupied.
Press and hold “Set” until “SEC” appears on the display.

Cosmic 1 Setting (COS1): This setting opens and closes at sunrise and sunset. Press and hold “Set”
until (COS1) appears on the display. You can enter differential and cutoff times to customize this
setting.
Differential Times: Allows you to change the Up (sunrise) time or Down (sunset) time by plus or
minus 1hr 59mins. Quickly press “Set” and the time begins to flash. Press the “Up” button to choose
the up differential or the “Down” to choose the down differential. Use the “-“ or “+” to change the
differential time. Quickly press “Set” when done to confirm it. Check and set the cutoff times (see
below).
Cutoff Times: Modifies the differential times and limits the earliest it will go up at sunrise or latest it
goes down at sunset. Quickly press “Set” and the time begins to flash. Press the “Up” button twice for
the up cutoff time or the “Down” button twice for the down cutoff time. An (S) will appear next to the
(smaller) cutoff time. Use the “-“ or “+” to change it. Set it between 23:59 and 0:00 to turn it “Off”.

Cosmic 2 Setting (COS2): This setting opens at the individual “Timer Settings” and closes at the
“Cosmic 1” settings (this includes the differential and cutoff times of COMS1). Press and hold “Set”
until (COS2) appears on the display.
Important: Please read the complete instructions prior to using this quick reference guide.
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